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Find Out about the science behind
our Ultimate Lab Kit Booklet experiments!
1. Crazy Colors Milk Experiment
The colors dancing in your milk are a result of soap dissolving milk fat. You heard that right -- milk
has a bit of natural fat. When soap is added to milk, the molecules dance around as the soap
dissolves the fat (that’s why soap is good at cleaning). The food coloring simply goes along for the
ride creating a colorful molecular dance.
2. Water Magnifier
Curved surfaces are the key to magnification. A magnifying glass has a curve, the camera lens in a
smart phone is curved, and even water droplets are curved. Yes, that means we can use a water
droplet as a magnifying glass! Light that passes through a curved surface changes direction slightly
(bends), and it can be focused in your eye. The smaller the droplet the higher the magnification,
because small drops are more curved.
3. Blow Up A Balloon
You can fill up a balloon with your breath, or you can let chemistry do the work for you. The
chemical reaction between baking soda and vinegar makes carbon dioxide gas. It has no color or
smell, but it takes up lots of space. You can see that by putting a balloon on top of your test tube
to capture the gas. There is a lot of it!
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4. Four Color Flowers
The stem of a flower is like a drinking straw that a flower uses to stay hydrated. Water, sugar, and
a lot of nutrients flow through the stem and into the flower petals. The water flows down many tiny
pipes inside the stem. By slicing the stem into sections, we can separate some of the pipes and allow
different colors to flow up to the petals.
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5. Growing Gummy Bears
We can make a gummy bear grow or shrink by soaking it in different liquids. When a gummy bear is
placed in pure water, the bear slowly absorbs the water causing it to expand. When we use salty
water, the opposite happens -- the bear expels water, causing it to shrink. This is called osmosis. It
also happens when you put soft grapes in water -- they slowly firm up due to osmosis.
6. Sweet Or Salty Bubbles
What makes the perfect soap bubble? Bubbleologists have been perfecting the recipe for years and
found that adding table sugar or glycerin (a moisturizer) can make long lasting bubbles because the
additives slow evaporation. Salt, on the other hand, disrupts the soap layer. That’s why distilled
water is best for making bubbles because it has zero salt and no minerals.
7. Make Your Own Bubble Blower
Making a bubble usually requires a soapy solution, a bubble wand, and a stream of air such as your
breath. A tiny bubble wand makes tiny bubbles. In this experiment, our bubble wand is a piece of
cloth. Under a microscope, you can see that the cloth is porous, or made of lots of tiny holes. Each
tiny hole acts like a bubble wand, and you can make thousands of bubbles with one breath.
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8. PH Strips
Scientists rate how strong an acid or a base is on a 14-point scale called the “pH scale.” A value of
14 means the liquid is a very strong base. A value of 7 (the middle of the scale) is neutral like
water, and a value of 1 is a very strong acid. We can test different liquids using pH strips, which
make use of a color code that indicates the pH on the 14-point scale.
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9. Lava Flask
This lava lamp has 2 layers -- oil and water. The oil floats on top because it is lighter (less dense).
To start the lamp, we add a fizzy tablet that makes carbon dioxide bubbles. As the bubbles rise, they
drag some water droplets up into the oil layer. Those water drops fall back down because they are
heavier. This repeats until the bubbles run out.
10 Add Fizz To Your Lemonade
The fizz in soda comes from carbon dioxide gas that is dissolved in it. The gas is released when you
shake an open soda bottle. We can add the same carbon dioxide to our lemonade using the baking soda
and vinegar reaction. Mixing this acid and base produces carbon dioxide and some of it dissolves in
our lemonade, making it slightly fizzy.
11. Glitter Slime
Slime is a type of polymer, which is formed when molecules link together. Think of the molecules in
glue as tons of little paperclips. Adding the liquid starch causes all these paperclips (molecules) to
link together into chains. Molecules that are linked together are much thicker (aka slimy).
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12. Make CO2
Let’s make a ton of bubbles using the chemistry of acids and bases. An acid is something sour like
lemon juice or vinegar. A base is something bitter like baking soda. When we mix vinegar (the acid)
and baking soda (the base), we produce lots of carbon dioxide gas bubbles that will overflow the
container. Adding soap allows us to keep the bubbles around longer.
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13. Gooey Oobleck
Is it a liquid or a solid? The answer is both…depending on how you treat it. Cornstarch is a very
fine powder that does not dissolve. When you move your hands through it slowly, it flows like liquid.
However, when you hit it hard, water is temporarily squeezed out from between the tiny particles of
cornstarch and it feels solid. Releasing it allows water to flow in between the pieces again, and it
now acts like a liquid again.
14. Make A Rainbow
An important property of liquid is its density. We can think of this as how heavy 1 cup of a liquid is
compared to 1 cup of water. Heavier liquids like honey would sink in water, and lighter ones like
rubbing alcohol would float. We can use this knowledge to carefully layer liquids of different
densities. The heaviest (most dense) liquid is on the bottom, and the least dense liquid is at the top.
15. Dancing Raisins
Raisins are mostly water and sugar, making them slightly heavier than water. This means they sink.
The carbon dioxide bubbles in soda are very light, so they float. The heavy raisins are able to catch
a ride with the rising bubbles. As the raisins reach the top, the bubbles pop and the raisins sink back
down. It happens over and over again.
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16. Look Through Your Microscope
Lots of amazing things are around us, but they are just too small to easily see. A microscope allows
us to look at the details of small objects. Salt, which seems to be just a powder you put on your
food, is made of thousands of tiny crystal cubes. A picture from a newspaper is made of tiny dots, and
leaves have intricate patterns that can only be appreciated with a microscope.

